
Who We Are 
 
Sleep Effect Center for Apnea Management is a dental-based practice dedicated to 
helping patients manage snoring and obstructive sleep apnea. Sleep Effect offers 
therapy that may include airway evaluations using pharyngometer/rhinometer tests, 
take home sleep monitoring devices and custom appliance selection and fabrication.   
 
Sleep Effect differs from traditional apnea management in that the Center utilizes oral 
appliance therapy as an alternative for people who cannot tolerate forced breathing 
machines (CPAP) or those patients with mild to moderate apnea where oral appliances 
are the recommended first line therapy.  For people who cannot tolerate breathing 
machines, Sleep Effect’s therapy programs may be the only feasible option to continue 
with apnea therapy management, which is critically important to a patient’s long-term 
wellness.  
 
J.C. Goodwin, D.M.D., has practiced dentistry in the Quad Cities area since 1987.  He 
has participated in specialized training and education for sleep apnea.  He is member 
of the American Academy of Dental Sleep Medicine and the Academy of Clinical 
Sleep Disorders Disciplines.  He is passionate about his practice and is supportive of his 
community, and profession.  Sleep Effect Center for Apnea Management serves the 
Northern Arizona market. 
 

Commonly Asked Questions 

What Is Sleep Apnea? 
 
Snoring is NOT cool!  We all have stories about someone we know who rattles the walls 
(maybe it’s you).  What you may not know is that it can be deadly. That classic snoring 
sound is caused by a partial obstruction of the airway in the back of the throat.  If you 
have heard a snoring person suddenly stop breathing, then gasp for air, you have 
witnessed an ‘apnea’.   
 
These partial reductions and complete pauses typically last between 10 and 30 
seconds. These pauses can happen hundreds of times a night, leading to abrupt 
reductions in blood oxygen levels.  The brain alerts the body to its lack of oxygen, 
causing a brief arousal from sleep in an attempt to restore normal breathing.  The result 
is a fragmented quality of sleep, inflammation in the arteries, organ damage, blood 
chemistry changes and more. Now the problem is no longer just annoying.  It is 
potentially life threatening. 
 
What Are The Health Risks? 
 
Obstructive sleep apnea has been shown to increase the risk of heart attack and stroke 
by 300-400%, increases blood sugar and complicates diabetes control, increases blood 
pressure and has been shown to decrease life expectancy by 10-20 years.  It can result 
in sudden death during sleep. 
 



These individuals are at a higher risk of heart attack and stroke due to the fact that the 
entire body, especially the heart, is under high levels of stress during sleep, working 
overtime to pump more blood to the brain to compensate for the loss of oxygen.  This 
generally results in high blood pressure and the body generating arterial plaque at an 
accelerated rate, significantly increasing the risk of heart attack and strokes. 
 
Additionally, the disrupted sleep pattern caused by apnea prevents a person from 
achieving recuperative sleep, which results in excessive daytime sleepiness (increased 
incidences in work and driving-related accidents), chronic fatigue and in some cases, 
depression. 
 
Who’s At Risk? 
 
Sleep apnea is a common, progressive disease, which affects a large segment of our 
population.  According to the Institute of Medicine, nearly 70 million people in the 
United States, including children, suffer from chronic sleep disorders and approximately 
20 million have Obstructed Sleep Apnea (OSA).   Over 80% of these people are either 
undiagnosed or in denial.  Sleep apnea impacts both women and men, although it is 
more common with men until about age 60 when it affects an equal number of women 
as well.  It gets worse as we grow older…if you get a chance to grow older. The number 
of people with apnea increases with age and for people 65 and older, apnea affects 
as many as 65%! 
 
How does the Oral Appliance Work? 
 
Difficulty breathing during sleep typically occurs when the lower jaw and tongue relax 
and fall back into the throat during sleep.  The oral appliance, which looks similar to a 
‘nightguard’ or orthodontic retainer, fits over the teeth and works to hold the jaw slightly 
forward and prevent the closure of the airway.  
 
It tends to be very well tolerated by most people, who find it easier to use, more 
comfortable and convenient than CPAP therapy.  Success rates can be as high as 80%.  
Though it is possible that some people will experience a minor change in the bite, side 
effects are usually uncommon and minor. 
 
Is it covered by Insurance? 
 
If you have medical/health insurance, including Medicare, that would cover a CPAP 
machine, they usually cover the oral appliance, especially if the dentist providing the 
service to you is willing to participate in the billing.  Unfortunately, many dentists will not 
provide this service and it is not billable to dental insurance. 
 
Dr. Goodwin is a Medicare provider and we work with most medical insurance 
companies to procure as much coverage as possible. 
 
 
 


